Are you ready to wield your expertise in crafting a sustainable future? If the answer is yes, it's time to amplify your purpose with us.

At Futerra, we're not just in the game; we're rewriting the rules. Revolutionising the status quo and partnering with global game-changers to forge a new era.

Your Role:

As a Strategist, you'll don the cape of change. Dive headfirst into exhilarating projects that challenge business as usual and drive systemic shifts and solutions.

What You'll Do:
Craft Brilliance: Develop visionary strategies that defy convention and propel sustainability ambitions forward.
Inspire Insights: Deep dive into research and performance data to shape leadership.
Collaborate Beyond Borders: Team up with clients as their strategic partner, stretching their goals and aspirations.
Nurture the Spark: Immerse yourself in our diverse ecosystem, fuelling your growth and driving the collective force of change.

What You'll Need:
3+ years mastering sustainability strategy for business
A broad, intersectional understanding of sustainability challenges
A knack for turning insights into strategy, with a research finesse that's second to none.

What's in It For You:
• **An empowering package:** $95k - $105k paired with a company performance-based bonus
• **Wellbeing Focus:** enjoy a robust benefits package
• **Hybrid work set up:** 3 days in the office (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday)
• **Support and guidance:** Senior team support to grow and progress in your role

**Ready to redefine the possible?**
Futerra beckons – where purpose, passion, and boundless possibilities collide. Join the movement to co-create a better world.

To Apply: Send your CV and cover letter to [hey@wearefuterra.com](mailto:hey@wearefuterra.com)